
HOW TO WRITE A LETTER IN DIFFERENT STYLES OF BRAIDS

lingo to learn. Here are 7 different types of braids to know, plus corresponding pics, tutorial suggestions and helpful tips.
Some beginners tips? To get more.

The hairstyle is magical and blends beautifully with the skin tone. A little mix of color to feed in braids has a
way of creating such a vibrant and eye-catching outlook. Once you see how to create the braids, you can
repeat the process on your hair by yourself. A hairstyle like the one below is a little bit intricate and require a
stylist that understands the style well. Like in the style below the incorporation of white braids ow pony
creates a beautiful contrast to the style. There is no need to constantly adjust the style of your hair. Taking
three sections of hair, alternate passing each section to either side over a center strandâ€”think of it like
juggling hair. A great way to protect the hair and hold it together beautifully. Before re-braiding, allow your
hair to rest for a couple of weeks. The raised pony is another cool feature in the hairstyle below that enhances
the overall outlook in such a great way. Ghana braids look like spikelets or cornrow hairstyles. A lot of
artificial curly strands are braided into the hair. The high pony with a beautiful combination of color creates
such an adorable outlook. Bring the needle back and pass through at the end of the previous stitch to create a
full line. Bring the needle back up just to the side of the stitch you just made. Zizi Zizi African braids are
ready-made thin pigtails about 3 mm in diameter, which is weaved into braids. Fulani braids look great when
accessorized with beads and other elements. The simple braids at the front of the hair with the humongous hair
extension create such a glamorous look. The thick layers at the back look magnificent and blend well with the
skin tone which is visible on the sides. Gofre Gofre braids remotely resemble a chemical wave. Plaiting side
braids is one of the ways you can use to style the feed in braids for a unique and sasssy outook. There are
several options of feed in braids that one can opt for and that provides one with the ability to settle for what is
ideal. The thinly braided sidelines look amazing with the subtle shades of golden blonde adding life to the
hairstyle. It can be used to create an Afro or you can attach ready-formed locs or braids. The weaving
technique is simple and takes a little time. The difference between the two? Such a gorgeous style that can
look great on anyone.


